This article presents an overview of the concept of a hypothetical three-dimensional elevator system in extra-large buildings. The term three dimensional is used in this context in order to contrast the system with current conventional one-dimensional elevator systems that move bi-directionally in a dedicated vertical shaft; or two-dimensional elevator system that moves in a plane (e.g. in x-horizontal direction and z-vertical direction). The hypothetical three-dimensional elevator system presented in this article assumes that the elevator car can travel in all three directions (but obviously not at the same time). The proposed system comprises a vertical main shaft that allows elevator cars to travel to the required floor, and then to travel in two dimensions in a horizontal plane at the level of the required floor along a network of horizontal shafts in both x-and y-directions. Each elevator car is dispatched to one floor only in each round trip. This is more efficient as it removes the need to visit more than one floor in each journey, but relies heavily on the use of destination group control systems (in order to allow the allocation of the passengers destined to the same floor to the same elevator car). The article presents the general overview of the suggested system using sketches and then derives equations for calculating the round trip time for the elevator car. The Monte Carlo Simulation method is then used to verify the correctness of the derived equations. Practical application: This manuscript provides a high level overview of the possible arrangement of a three-dimensional elevator traffic systems in a very large building. It can be used by architects to explore the possibility of employing a three-dimensional elevator system in a large building and checking its feasibility.
Introduction
The conventional elevator traffic systems in use today have existed for over 150 years. Although not traditionally referred to as such, these can be described as one-dimensional systems due to the fact that the elevator cars move bi-directionally in a vertical (or near vertical) straight line shaft. It can also be described as having one degree of freedom. The design of conventional elevator traffic systems is well established, using both calculation and simulation. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Much interest has been generated recently in more complicated and flexible elevator systems that are two dimensional and thus have two degrees of freedom. 6 For example, the building fac¸ade can be thought of as a vertical plane on which elevator cars move both horizontally and vertically. For this to become feasible, a radical change in propulsion technology is needed in the form of linear motors (whether synchronous linear electromagnetic motors employing permanent magnets or asynchronous machines that drive conductors). [7] [8] [9] Once such a technology becomes mature and attains the required level of safety, it is expected to revolutionize elevator traffic systems in buildings and would also herald the end of the counterweight as an integral component of the roped traction elevator that has dominated the industry since its inception.
Two previous pieces of work by the authors have presented suggested arrangements for twodimensional elevator systems. The first system (denoted as the special system) suggested an arrangement where the elevator shaft is basically a rectangle shaft spanning the extremities of the building. 10, 11 The elevator car would stop at various stops on the horizontal shaft to drop off passengers or pick them up and then return to the ground level around the rectangular shaft.
The second article removed the restrictions placed on movement in the first article and assumed that the car is able to move freely in a grid arranged within the fac¸ade of the building. 12 The grid would have a number of horizontal parallel shafts intersecting with a number of vertical shafts. The system is more efficient than the former system and allows more flexibility, but requires extra space within the building.
The two systems discussed are only feasible for large building. As buildings become even larger, then three-dimensional elevator systems would be more appropriate. This article presents one possible layout of such a system and carries out a derivation of the formula used to find the value of the round trip time under incoming traffic conditions.
''The strong dependence on kinematics'' section of this article discusses the strong impact that kinematics has on two-and threedimensional elevator systems. There are two main reasons why designers would resort to multi-dimensional systems, and they are expounded on in ''Motivation for multidimensional elevator systems'' section. The general overview of the suggested threedimensional system is presented in ''Overview of the three-dimensional system'' section. ''Identifying the different parts of the round trip time'' section presents some introductory concepts necessary for calculating the round trip time. ''Evaluating the round trip time for 3D operation'' section derives the formula for the round trip time and concludes with a numerical example that shows the verification of the results using the Monte Carlo simulation methods. Conclusions are drawn in the final section.
The strong dependence on kinematics
With the introduction of multiple elevator cars that can simultaneously run in the same shaft, the importance and criticality of kinematics in elevator traffic systems cannot be overestimated. This section discusses the influence that kinematic equations and calculations have on the functionality and safety of elevator systems that have multiple cars running the same shaft.
In order to do this, it is necessary to introduce the concept of the next possible stopping point. The problem can be formulated using the following question that must be answered in real time:
Given the current position, current direction of travel, current velocity, current acceleration, rated acceleration, current jerk and rated jerk, what is the next point at which the elevator car can stop (i.e., come to a standstill), assuming that it will not exceed the rated acceleration (i.e., maximum allowable value of deceleration)?
Answering the question above has two important applications in elevator traffic control systems. The two applications are discussed below: The first application pertains to functionality and the second pertains to safety.
1. When a car is travelling in a certain direction, and a landing call is registered that is in the path of the travelling elevator car, it is important to establish whether it is possible to allocate that landing call to the elevator car in question such that it can initiate a stopping sequence at the appropriate point in time in order to achieve a safe functional stop at that floor. The fact that the elevator car has not yet gone past the floor level is irrelevant as it still needs a certain distance to decelerate and come to a standstill. Thus, using the kinematic equations allows the control system to decide whether assigning a certain moving elevator is possible in the first place before considering the optimality of such an allocation as compared with other options. It is assumed that all modern elevator group control algorithms would use the kinematic equations in order to consider a certain landing call as being suitable for allocation to a certain elevator car. 2. With the advent of multiple elevator car systems running in the same elevator shaft, it becomes necessary to ensure that cars are safely spaced apart. In order to do this, it is necessary to calculate the required spacing as a function of the minimum safety distance as well as the instantaneous speeds and accelerations of both elevator cars. The use of multiple cars in the same shaft is becoming more prevalent and is forcing the researcher to examine new types of problems that did not exist with the conventional systems. [13] [14] [15] Detailed equations have been developed in order to find the required stopping point for multiple cars used in the same shaft.
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Motivation for multi-dimensional elevator systems
The systems described in this article and the three previous articles [10] [11] [12] can be collectively referred to as multi-dimensional elevator systems, in recognition of the fact that they move in more than one dimension as did the conventional systems. It would be relevant to identify the motivations for employing such systems in large buildings. Some of these are discussed below.
Large-sized buildings (Mega-Buildings):
The expected larger sizes of building that are fully integrated will make it impractical for people to walk along horizontal distances. It is not unreasonable to expect future buildings to have foot-prints that span more than 500 m. It is currently accepted that horizontal walking distances in buildings that require walking times in excess of 60 s are unacceptable. Threedimensional elevator traffic systems are thus a means of integrating horizontal building transportation systems with vertical building transportation systems and achieving efficient point to point journeys. Large buildings present special challenges in the design of elevator traffic systems requiring novel and innovative approaches. [16] [17] [18] 2. Connecting between different buildings: Two-and three-dimensional traffic systems would also offer the seamless integration of different buildings. Admittedly, under such a scenario security and access control would be a major concern.
3. Integration with public transportation systems: Eventually, as public transport systems become more advanced and more customized to each individual's needs, it is not unreasonable to expect full integration with public transport infrastructure. Ultimately, the two systems will fully converge into one technology.
Overview of the three-dimensional system
This section presents the general overview and arrangement of the three-dimensional elevator systems. It is worth remembering, however, that a three-dimensional system would not be feasible without the technology that allows multiple elevator cars in the same shaft. The previously discussed two-dimensional system (whether the special 10, 11 ; or the general 12 system are used) could be extended to a threedimensional model where the elevator car moves inside the building along tracks in parallel with corridors to allow the passenger to reach his/her destination room deep inside the building. The elevator car is not confined to move on the fac¸ade anymore, but could penetrate into every corner in the building. Although the elevator car can theoretically move along a zig-zag (or scanner) path inside the building, up and down, right and left, forward and backward three dimensionally, such an arrangement would be very wasteful of the building space. A more restricted arrangement is presented below. Figure 1 shows a general overview of the building with a three-dimensional elevator system within it. It shows a building with N number of floors above ground. The ground is being designated as 0/F, M columns of stops along the width and Q rows of stops along the depth. In order to keep the construction cost as low as possible while still maintaining efficiency, certain rooms that are close enough to each other can be served by a common stop. In the process of deriving, the round trip time (RTT) equation shown below, stops are used as the basis (rather than rooms). In this case, the population of all rooms served by the same stop is considered the population of that particular stop.
A more detailed overview of the elevator paths is shown in Figure 2 . The elevator cars will rise through the main vertical shaft, until they arrive at the destination floor. They then move onto the desired floor and deliver the passengers to their destinations on that floor in a ''scanner'' pattern (or a back and forth pattern). The vertical shaft is actually a group of at least two hoistways, one for going up and one for going down to avoid any crashing of any two cars. This is beyond the scope of consideration of the traffic analysis in this article. For efficient dispatching of passengers, during up-peak, each car can only serve one floor in one round trip and on that floor. The elevator car then travels to all the destinations on that floor, serving them in a scanner pattern until all the passengers have been delivered to their destination. During off-peak, the elevator car is allowed to serve more than one floors in one round trip. A supervisory controller coordinates the movements and dispatching of all the elevators in the group within the building.
Under up peak conditions, an elevator car is only allowed to serve one floor where the destination group control always ensures passengers going to the same floor are directed to the same car. In real practice, the destination floor varies journey by journey but a car only serves one floor for every round trip and therefore an average value, H, can be estimated.
One complication that results from allowing the elevator car to travel on the floor itself is that it interferes with the corridors on the floor. One possible solution for this is to split the corridors into paths for pedestrians and paths for the elevator cars. Where intersections take place, automatic doors can be installed in order to allow safe passage of the pedestrian across elevator shafts. An example of such an arrangement is shown in Figure 3 where the horizontal shafts in both x-and y-directions are depicted. Every cross point can be considered one to four stops as passengers can freely walk to every corner after the car departs when all landing doors are opened. Each stop is surrounded by four landing doors two along the shaft and two that are perpendicular to the shaft. It is a general concept with details beyond the scope of consideration of traffic analysis of this article.
During normal time when no car is present, an occupant can also freely walk through the horizontal shafts as there are door openings on the walls of the shafts. And doors perpendicular to the shafts are closed for safety purpose. In this way, occupants can walk along a horizontal shaft at any time. When a car approaches a cross, all doors along the shafts are closed while doors perpendicular to the shafts are opened, allowing cars to stop and go through the shafts. Once a car stops at a stop, the corresponding doors along the corridors are allowed to open for passengers to board or alight. And the car, when departing, can move straight onward or turn 90 . Misbehavior of passengers, such as blockage of shafts, is not considered here, though it may somehow increase the round trip time.
Identifying the different parts of the round trip time
Before deriving the formula for the round trip time, it is necessary to present an overview of the assumed movements of the elevator car on the floor.
The article is motivated by the need to find a performance benchmark for the elevator traffic analysis of three-dimensional traffic systems. In order to do so, an assumption is made regarding the control algorithm, which is based on a primitive two-dimensional scanning approach. Once an elevator arrives at a floor, it scans the stops on the floors in a column by column fashion until it covers all the columns. If there are no calls from a certain column, it skips that column. For an overview of the scanner algorithm, Figure 2 is to be referred to. It is obvious that this method is not the most optimum but is presented here and evaluated as a benchmark against which other algorithms (e.g. genetic algorithms (GA)) can be evaluated. It is worth noting that the scanner algorithm does not assume that the elevator car travels the full length of each column; it only travels as far as the furthest car call registered on that column in the direction of travel. It also does not start from the end of a column; it starts from the nearest most registered car call on the current column of interest. This is an inherent efficiency that is naturally present in the scanner algorithm and is accounted for in the equation derivations and in the Monte Carlo simulation. It is very similar to the concept of a highest reversal floor (H) widely accepted and used in conventional onedimensional elevator traffic analysis equations.
Moreover, if there are no registered car calls on a certain column, it will be illogical for the elevator car to trace that column, and thus the scanner algorithm would skip that whole column and move the elevator car to the next column. It will also be assumed that for the purposes of efficiency, each elevator is destined for one single floor in each round trip.
The following are the various events that take place during a typical round trip. The car:
1. starts at a homing base or station, actually the entrance of the elevator system by passengers at the ground floor, and moves to the bottom of the vertical hoistway; 2. ascends along a vertical up-hoistway; 3. reaches the level of H p (most probable floor); 4. turns round 90 (vertical to horizontal) and moves to R(H p , 0, 0), which is the stop on the H p th floor closest to the vertical hoistway; 5. turns round 90 again (horizontal to horizontal) at R(H p , 0, 0); 6. moves along columns and rows based on stops assigned by the Scanner Method; 7. every time when the car stops, it either moves along the column or cross to a new column with car calls and turns around 90 (horizontal to horizontal); 8. the process continues until the car makes S number of stops; 9. after all passengers leave the car, the car travels along the column of the final stop until it reaches the 0th row; 10. turns round 90 (horizontal to horizontal) and travels along the 0th row until it reaches R(H p , 0, 0) again; 11. turns round 90 (horizontal to horizontal) and travels to the vertical down-hoistway, turns round 90 (horizontal to vertical) and descends to the bottom of the vertical down-hoistway and returns to the homing base or station.
The components of the round trip time (RTT) are shown below and they are explained in more detail in a later section:
RTT ¼ T 1 (home station to vertical shaft) þ T 2 (along the vertical shaft upward) þ T 3 (around the H p floor) þ T 4 (along the vertical shaft downward) þ T 5 (vertical shaft back to homing station).
These are discussed in more detail in the next section.
Evaluating the round trip time for 3D operation
In this section, a set of equations are derived for the round trip time for the 3D system. A Monte Carlo simulation is then carried out in order to verify the correctness of the derived formula. This is then followed by the use of GA in order to find the best route to follow in delivering the P passenger to their floors. The value of the RTT from the GA method is then compared to that obtained by the scanner method.
Some relevant parameters and their definitions are summarized in Table 1 for quick reference.
Assumptions about the operation of the elevator system
In the following discussion, it will be assumed that each elevator starts filling up passengers at the homing base or station at the ground floor and then will move horizontally to the bottom of the vertical up-shaft and move upward. Pure incoming traffic operation during an up-peak period will be assumed and hence all the passengers will be heading to the upper floors. The elevator car will then fill up with P passengers from the main entrance on the ground floor. The control system is in effect a form of destination group control system and thus will ensure that all the P passengers that board one elevator car are destined to the same destination floor (by the use of destination group control). More details about the destination group control system can be found in the literature. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The method of an idealized optimal benchmark (IOB) can be used to find the upper performance limit for the group control algorithm. 24 The elevator car will then travel vertically to the level of the ith floor and then horizontally to the corner room or stop of the ith floor, i.e. R (i, 0, 0) to which all the P passengers are heading. This is clearly shown in the general overview of the system depicted in Figure 2 . Once the elevator reaches the corner room is starts a scanning (or scanner) pattern, where is moves back and forth covering all the destinations of the passengers on that floor. It is convenient to think of these lines as columns on the floor. If there are no calls from a certain column on the floor, the elevator car will skip it. The elevator car will only move along a column as far as there are registered calls, but no further.
Once the elevator car has delivered all the P passengers, it returns to the corner room of the floor and then back horizontally to the main vertical shaft. It then moves vertically down back to the ground floor where it then moves into the side loading chambers and awaits the next group of P passengers. Total population of the whole building. L Number of independent elevator cars available, all parked at the main terminal initially.
Time for acceleration and deceleration along the vertical hoistway and time for acceleration and deceleration along a horizontal hoistway, irrespective of directions. The assumption is that the car takes t v (1) to accelerate from 0 to V v (vertical rated speed) and decelerate back to zero along a distance of d v and the car takes t h (1) to accelerate from 0 to V h (horizontal rated speed) and decelerate back to zero along a distance of d h . These are exactly the time to move along one shortest stop in the vertical and horizontal direction, respectively.
H p
Most probable floor of stoppage, H p 2 f= : ½1 , Ng .
R(i,0,0)
The stop on the ith floor closest to the vertical hoistway. S Expected number of horizontal stops on H p during one up-peak round trip. P; t p ; t do ; t dc Number of passengers in the car during up-peak; average passenger transfer time; door opening time and door closing time, as conventionally defined. t THV Time for the car to turn 90 between a vertical and a horizontal hoistway, or vice versa.
t THH
Time for the elevator car to turn 90 between two horizontal hoistways.
The overall equation for the round trip time
The different parts of the round trip time are derived in this section. The round trip time consists of five components presented below. More details about the round trip time calculations can be found in literature. 25, 26 Initially, the doors of one of the cars parked at the main entrance open. P passengers will board the elevator car and the doors will close and the car travels from the main terminal to the bottom of the vertical shaft. This total time is denoted at T 1 .
T 2 represents the time that the elevator spends in the vertical shaft. A horizontal to vertical turn around procedure follows. Then the elevator car travels upwards in the vertical shaft in transition time T V and, after stopping at the destination floor (the ith floor), a vertical to horizontal turn-around procedure follows.
T 3 represents the time that elevator spends in the destination floor. The elevator car travels from the vertical shaft to the starting room at that floor R(i, 0, 0) and then stops for a horizontal to horizontal turn-around procedure. The elevator car then travels to deliver P passengers during a transition time T H . The elevator car will make S stops with door opening and closing cycles. After delivering all the P passengers, the elevator car will travel back to the corner room on that floor R(i, 0, 0) and then move to the vertical shaft following a horizontal to horizontal turn-around procedure.
A turn-round procedure (horizontal to vertical) follows and then the elevator car travels downwards in the vertical shaft in transition time T V . This is followed by a turn-round procedure to prepare for the motion towards the main terminal.
Finally, the elevator car has to travel from the vertical shaft back to the main terminal, come to a stop and then open its door to allow the next batch of passengers to start boarding. The end of the door opening cycle marks the end of this round trip.
Adding all the components of the round trip time and simplifying gives the final equation for the round trip time:
The formulae for the components of the round trip time such as T H , T V , and S will be derived in the next sub-section.
Room numbering convention for the scanner method
The searching procedure of the scanner method for dispatching passengers at a certain floor (say the ith floor) is represented by Table 2 below that illustrates the room numbering and the sequence in which they are served. Table 2 refers to Figure 1 where there are Q number of stops along the y-direction, i.e. the column, and M number of stops along the x-direction, i.e. the row.
The journey probability matrix
In order to evaluate the transition time, it is first necessary to find the journey probability matrix. Each element in the journey probability matrix represents the probability that the elevator at a certain floor (the ith floor) will move from a stop (s) to a stop (e). The general format for the matrix is shown in Table 3 below.
The general approach that has been taken in deriving the horizontal time is as follows. It is necessary to find the probability of a journey between any two stops taking place and the time that such a journey would consume. By multiplying the probability of each journey by the time that such a journey is expected to last, the expected value of the horizontal travelling time would be calculated. As there are M by Q stops on the floor, two square matrices are needed: one for the probability of a journey between any two stops on the floor and one for the time that such a journey would last (the latter matrix will be denoted as the kinematics matrix). The two matrices would be multiplied in a scalar fashion (i.e. element by element multiplication rather than matrix multiplication) and all the resulting values are then summed.
The probability of a journey taking place between any two stops is the combined probability of the following events taking place:
1. a stop taking place at the origin room of the journey.
2. a stop taking place at the destination room of the journey. 3. no stops taking place at all of the intermediate stops between the origin and the destination stops.
In order to do this, it is possible to think of the scan pattern as being unwrapped or fully extended into a straight line. The probability of a journey taking place between any two stops on the line implies that the elevator will not stop at any of the stops in between.
The other matrix is the kinematics matrix. The kinematics matrix does not assume that the elevator will travel along the imaginary straight line but that it will take the shortest possible path, usually made up of two perpendicular horizontal trips separated by a turn-around action. The kinematics matrix has been developed for bidirectional journeys and is symmetrical around the diagonal. Obviously, the diagonal of the kinematics matrix will be set to zero.
It has been shown that the probability of a journey taking place between two stops s and e Table 3 . The journey probability matrix at a floor (the ith floor in this case). Table 2 . The sequence of scanning the stops.
(without stopping at any of the stops between them) through the scanner route is given by the following expression shown in equation (7) below:
UðiÞ c Uði, 0, 0Þ
c¼s UðiÞ c Uði, 0, 0Þ
where UðiÞ c is the population of room c in floor i and Uði, 0, 0Þ is the total floor population.
For the special case, where the elevator starts from the first starting room (s ¼ 0), the special case equation shown in (8) below is derived in a similar way to equation (7) based on Al-Sharif et al. 28 :
As can be seen in the journey probability matrix, the first column represents the probability that a certain room is the final destination room. The formula is shown below in equation (9) based on reference:
When building the kinematics matrix, it is important to note the difference between the probability calculation of a journey taking place and the kinematic time it will take.
It is important to note that the kinematic time that the elevator spends on the floor depends on the probability of a certain journey between two stops taking place and the time it takes to travel between the two stops. In fact, the formula for calculating the time that the elevator spends on the floor is the product of the probability of each possible journey between any two stops on the floor and the time it takes the elevator car to travel between them.
Calculating the probability of a journey taking place between any two stops must take into consideration all the intervening stops, as shown in Figure 4 below. The time to travel between the two stops can be calculated using a more direct path, as that is in fact how the elevator will travel.
The kinematics matrix
It is also necessary to calculate the travelling time between stops. The travelling time for any one directional distance d, with a rated speed of v, rated acceleration a, and rated jerk j can be calculated as shown in equations (10) to (12) based on Peters:
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The time required to travel from the room (s) at (x s , y s ) coordinates to the room (e) at (x e , y e ) coordinates is the sum of the following terms:
1. The required time to travel in the x direction from x s to x e calculated using equations (10) to (12) 2. The required time to travel in the y direction from y s to y e calculated using equations (10) to (12) This produces a two-dimensional matrix that shows the time required to travel from the room (s) to the room (e). A representation of such a matrix is shown below in Table 4 . This matrix is necessary when calculating the horizontal transition time.
It is worth noting that this combined approach of using the kinematics matrix along with a journey probability matrix has been previously used for finding the value of the round trip time 30 and for estimating the energy consumption. 31 
Horizontal transition time
The horizontal transition journey time at a certain floor T Hi can be evaluated by multiplying the probabilities of the individual journeys on that floor by the time each requires.
The horizontal transition journey time T H can be evaluated by multiplying the probability of a journey to that floor by the horizontal time at that floor. 
Vertical transition time
The vertical transition journey time T V can be evaluated by multiplying the probability of a journey to that floor by T Vi the time required to travel from the ground floor to that floor calculated as shown in equations (10) to (12)
Uði, 0, 0Þ Uð0, 0, 0Þ :ðT Vi Þ ð 15Þ
Number of stops
The probable number of stops S i at a floor i can be calculated as shown below, where UðiÞ c is the population of room c on floor i and Uði, 0, 0Þ is the total floor population 1,2 :
The average number of stops S can be evaluated by multiplying the probability of a journey to that floor by S i the number of stops at that floor.
Uði, 0, 0Þ Uð0, 0, 0Þ :ðS i Þ ð 17Þ
Numerical example
In this section, a numerical example is presented. The round trip time is calculated for a three-dimensional building that has 10 floors and 20 by 10 stops per floor. The floor to floor heights are equal (4 m) and the stop to stop horizontal distances are equal (10 m). Then the Monte Carlo simulation method is used in order to verify the equations used.
More details about the application of the Monte Carlo simulation method in elevator traffic engineering can be found in literature. 30, 32, 33 GA have been widely used in elevator traffic system and more details can be found in the following references. [34] [35] [36] [37] Table 5 contains the building and elevator parameters for this numerical example.
The value of the round trip time is evaluated using the Monte Carlo simulation method for different numbers of trial, and the results are shown in Table 6 . It is clear that the result converges as the number of trials increase. The final value from the Monte Carlo simulation agrees very well with the value of the round trip time from the equations.
A stepwise verification has also been carried out between the various components of the round trip time using the Monte Carlo simulation method (assuming a scanner method) and the equations (assuming a scanner method) and the value of the round trip time using GA. It is worth noting that the GA method achieves a 39 s saving in the value of the round trip time, as shown in Table 7 . 
Conclusions
In this article, a suggested overview of a threedimensional elevator system is presented. It is based on the assumption that the elevator cars are able to move in all three perpendicular directions (but obviously not simultaneously). The elevator cars are dispatched by the supervisory controller up a main vertical shaft to a specific floor. The elevator car then delivers all passengers to that specific floor in a ''scanner'' pattern. It then returns to the vertical shaft and travels downwards back to the main entrance. The method is heavily dependent on the destination group control system, whereby the passengers reveal their intended destination prior to boarding the elevator car. This enables the group supervisory controller to group the passengers heading to the same floor into the same elevator car.
A set of equations have been derived that allow the calculation of the round trip time under incoming traffic conditions. The results from the equations were then verified using the Monte Carlo simulation method.
The round trip time equations developed in this article have assumed that the elevator car would be dispatched to one single floor and would follow a ''scanner'' method in responding to car calls. Further work is currently being carried out in using GA in finding the best route to respond to the car calls on a specific floor.
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